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This is a continuation of the previous paper with the same title which
will be referred to as [I]. Throughout the paper, A denotes a (left and right)
artinian ring with identity 1, / its Jacobson radical and unless otherwise stated,
all modules are (unital and) finitely generated.

Let n be any natural number. Then we say that A is of right n-th local
(resp. colocal) type in case for every indecomposable right ^f-module MΛ the
π-th top topnM:=MIMJn (resp. the n-th socle soc*M:= the left annihilator of
Jn in M) of M is indecomposable.

In this paper, we first examine an artinian ring which is of both left and
right n-th local type (in this case the artinian ring is said to be of two-sided n-th
local type or simply n-th local type) and give some necessary and sufficient con-
ditions to be of this type, in particular for an algebra, we characterize this type
by a structure of A (2.5). Note that this type of rings include the class of serial
rings ([4]). Next, we come back to the case n=2 and restrict our interest to
the case where A is an algebra over an algebraically closed field k, and give
some further necessary conditions for A to be of right 2nd local type (3.4).
(It is shown in [I, Example 2] that the necessary conditions stated in [I, Theo-
rem 1] are not sufficient for A to be of right 2nd local type.) These conditions
contain the list of all possible "shapes" of indecomposable protective right
^4-modules. (That of indecomposable projective left ^4-modules follows direct-
ly from [I, Theorem 1].) As an application, we give some necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for a left serial algebra over an algebraically closed field to be
of right 2nd local type (4.1). It should be noted that by [I, Theorem 1], an
algebra over an algebraically closed field which is of right 2nd local type is
left serial if every indecomposable projective left ^4-module P is of height>4
(i.e. / 3 P φ 0 ) . We remark that these theorems remain valid also in the case
where the base field k is a splitting field for A. The last section is devoted to
some examples.

The author would like to thank Professor T. Sumioka for his useful advice
and Professor M. Harada for his careful reading of the preprint.
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1. Preliminaries

The notation and terminology used throughout this paper is the same
as that used in [I]. We may and will assume that A is a basic ring. For the
convenience of readers, we quote some propositions from [I] and [6] which
are frequently used in the sequel.

Theorem 1.1 ([I, Theorem 1]). Let A be a ring with selfduality which
is of right 2nd local type and e in pi(^4). Then

(1) J2e is a uniserial waist in Ae if /2£4=0,
(2) ejm is a direct sum of local modules for every m>2>
(3) for each local direct summand L of ej2, LJ2 is uniserial (thus ej4 is a

direct sum of uniserial modules). Further if A is an algebra, we have
(4) Ae is uniserial if h(Ae) > 5.
In particular if the base field k is, in addition, an algebraically closed field,

then
(5) Ae is uniserial if h(Ae) >4,

and then
(6) ej2 is a direct sum of uniserial modules. //

We denote by 1M the identity map of M for any ^4-module M.

Lemma 1.2 ([6, Lemma 1.1]). Let Mly M2 and T be submodules of a left
A-module M such that M=M1+M2 and T=M1Γ)M2. If T is a submodule
of T and φ\ M1->M2 is an extension of 1Γ/, then putting M 1

/:=(M 1) (1 M —φ)
the following hold.

(1) M=M1'+M2.
(2) M/nM2=(Γ)(lΓ-<p).
(3) The epimorphism (lMi—φ): M1-^M1

/ induces epimorphisms MJT'-^M/
and T\T->M( Π M2, in particular \ M( Π M2 \ < \ T \ - | T \. //

Lemma 1.3 ([6, Lemma 1.2]). Let Ml9 M2 and T be submodules of a
left A-module M such that M=M1+M2 and T=M1 Π M2. Then

(1) ίτ is extendable to a homomorphism M1-^M2 iff M=M1

/^M2 for
some submodule M/ of M.

(2) lτ is not extendable to any homomorphism U->M2 for any submodule
U of M1 with T$ U iff socM=socM2. jj

2. Artinian rings of n-th local type

In this section, we give some necessary and sufficient conditions for an
artinian ring A to be of ra-th local type for any natural number n.

a β
Lemma 2.1. Let n be any natural number and (E)\ O-^S-^L^L
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->0 be an exact sequence of right A-modules such that a1S^L1 and cc2S<L2J
n

ΦL2 where a=(ctι, a2)
τ. Then topnM is decomposable.

Proof. The sequence (E) induces the following exact sequence:

a! βr

0 -* πa(S) -> topΛLx φ topML2 -> toρΛM -> 0

where π: L1φL2-^toρwL1φtopwZ/2

 1S the canonical projection. Also, we have
Imα'fgtoρML1 by the assumption. Hence topnM^((topnL1)IIma')®topnL2 is
decomposable. //

Lemma 2.2. Let (α, D)=(α, )Lϊ: eAleJ-^QfiAIIj be a homomorphism
ί=l

where e, /,• are in pi(^4), I^fiJ and a{ is a left multiplication by an element u{

in fje for each i=l, •••, n. Then (a, D) is j-fusible (j=l, •••, n) iff there are
some a{ in fjAf{ for each i4=j and there is some b in Ije such that uJ='Σίaiui-{-b

and aJi^Ij for each iφj. In particular when (a, D) is j-fusίble, we have Auj
<^ΣjAui if I:e<JUj\ and AujK^Auf+Ie if I—fβ for some ideal I of A.

Proof, (α, D) isj-fusible iff we have a commutative diagram

for some homomorphism φ{: ffA/Ii-^fjA/Ij which are left multiplications by
some elements a{ in fjAf{ for all iΦj iff uJ='Σ^aiui-{-b and aj^lj for some

a{ in fjAfi and b in Ij (consequently b in Ijβ) only if Uj^^Aui-^-Ije only if

Auj< "ΣlAui+Ie (if /,•=/,•/ for some ideal / of A).

In case Ije<Jujy we have Auj<'sj£xAui since AUJK^AUJ+JUJ and Jui is
* Φ i *=t=y

small in AUJ. //

Lemma 2.3 (cf. [1, Theorem 3.2]). Let n be any natural number. Then
the condition

(2R) a=(alya2)
τ: S->L1φL2 is fusible if S is a simple right A-module,

L{ are local right A-modules and aιS<LλJy a2S<L2J
n.

implies the following
(2R)' Let (a, D):=(al9 a2)

τ: T-^LX®L2 be a homomorphism of right A-
modules such that LΎ is local, L2 is local and colocal of height>n and h(L^)<h(L2)\
and 0CiT<LiJ for each i=l, 2 and αx is monk. Then (ay D) is 2-fusible.

Proof. Assume that (2R) holds and hypothesis of (2R)' is satisfied. Then
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noting that a is monic since ax is, we have an exact sequence

(E) 0 - ^ ^ ^

which does not split since aTK^QL^J. We have only to show that β2L2

is a direct summand of M by [I, Proposition 1.2]. Note that β2 is monic since
aλ is. Then putting M1:=β1(L1)9 M2:=β2L2 and U:=β2a2(T), we have M
=MX+M2 and U=Mλr\M2. Also, h(M2)>n, Mf are local modules and M2

is, in addition, colocal. Further U<MλJ and h(M^)<h(M2). Take any
simple submodule SA<U and consider the map φ^{φλ, φ2)

τ: S->M 1 0M 2 where
each ψi is the inclusion map S->Mt. Then ψiSKUKM^ and <£>2£<socM2

<M2J
n since Λf2 is colocal of height>/2. Hence φ\ S->Mλ®M2 is fusible

by (2R). If it is 1-fusible, we have a commutative diagram

for some ψ: M2-^M1. Then ψ is monic since M2 is colocal. Therefore ψ
is an isomorphism since h(M^)<h(M2) and both Mλ and M2 are local. Accord-
ingly, we may assume that φ\ S->Mι®M2 is 2-fusible. Thus there is a homo-
morphism φ\ Mι-^M2 such that the diagram

Φ λ
S--^M2

is commutative. Then M=M1+M2=M/4-M2 where M 1

/ :=( l Λ f l —ψ )
by (1.2). Also, IΛf/nMaKlt/ l , Λf/ is local, M{ϊ\M2<M{] and A(M/)
<h(M2). Hence iterating this argument, we obtain M=M1'®M2 for some
0 Φ M / < M . Thus β2L2=M2 is a direct summand of M. //

2.4. Here, we do not assume that every module is finitely generated.

DEFINITION. Let A be a ring and M a right (or left) ^4-module. Then
M is called to be a highest module in case h(M)=h(AA) (=h(AA)).

Proposition 2.4.1. The following statements for a ring A are equivalent:

(1) Every highest right A-module is local iff it is colocal.
(2) Every highest indecomposable projective right A-module is injective.
(3) Every highest indecomposable injective right A-module is projective.
(4) Every highest indecomposable right A-module is projective and injective.
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Proof. (1)=#>(2). Let MA be highest indecomposable projective and EA

an injective hull of M. Then since M is local, M is colocal by (1) and hence
E is colocal. Then again by (1), E is local. Therefore M=E since M<E
and h(M)=h(E).

(2)==>(4). Let MA be highest indecomposable and π: φ P , ->M a projec-

tive cover of M with each P{ indecomposable. Then π canonically yields

the epimorphism π\ φ P J ^ - ^ M where i ^ .^Ker (τr|P, ). Since M is highest,

PijKi is highest for some i in I. Accordingly, P, is highest and K~0 by (2).
So P{ is isomorphic to a direct summand of M since P, is injective. Hence P, =
M since M is indecomposable. As a consequence, M is projective as well as
injective by (2).

(3)=#> (4). Let MA be highest indecomposable and σ: M—> © E{ an injective

hull of M with each £",- indecomposable. Put M ί : = Im.σf for all £ in / where

:/. Then (7 induces the monomorphism cr': 7kί~>φMt . Since M is

highest, M{ is highest for some ί^L And, £*, is highest. Then by (3), E{

is projective, in particular, local. Hence Ei=Mi and p{: M-^E; is an epi-
morphism. Thus Ei is isomorphic to a direct summand of M since E{ is pro-
jective. Therefore M^E{ since M is indecomposable. As a consequence,
M is injective and projective.

The implications (4)=^(z) are obvious for i~\y 2 and 3. //

Proposition 2.4.2. Let A be a ring with selfdualίty satisfying the following

condition:

(*) (R) Every highest indecomposable projective right A-module is co-

local; and

(L) Every highest indecomposable projective left A-module is colocal.

Then all the conditions (l)-(4) in (2.4.1) and their left side versions hold.

Proof. (*) implies that every highest local right (left) ^4-module is pro-
jective and hence colocal. Then by self duality of A, (*) implies (1) in (2.4.1)
and its left side version. //

REMARK. In case A is an algebra, (2.4.1) remains valid also under the
assumption that every module in consideration is finitely generated. For,
the injective hull of every simple right -4-module is finitely generated in this
case.

Theorem 2.5. Let A be a ring and n any natural number. Then the follow-
ing statements are equivalent:

(1) A is of n-th local typey i.e.
(R) A is of right n-th local type; and
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(L) A is of left n-th local type.
(2) (R) a=(au cx2)

τ: S-*Lι@L2 is fusible if S is a simple right A-module,
L{ are local right A-modules and aιS<LλJy a2S<L2J

n; and
(L) The left side version of (2R).

(3) i) (R) For each e in pi(^4), ejn is a uniserial waist in eA if eJn^O; and
(L) The left side version of (3-iR).

ii) (R) Every monomorphism S->L2J
n is extendable to a homomorphism

LX-^L2 where L, are local right A-modules with \<h{L^)<n and S is a simple sub-
module of Zq and

(L) The left side version of (3-iiR).
(4) (R) Every indecomposable right A-module is local if it is of height>n;

and
(L) The left side version of (4R).

In particular, if A is an algebra, then the above conditions are equivalent to
(3-i).

Proof. We show the following implications: (l)==>(2)==>(3-i), (2, 3-i)=#>
(3—ii), (3)==>(2), (2, 3)=^(4)=>(1) and in case A is an algebra, we show (3-i)==>
(4). By left-right symmetry, we have only to show (lR)=>(2R)=#>(3-iL), (2R,
3-iR) =#> (3-iiR), (3-i, 3-iiR) ==>(2R) and (2R, 3R)==>(4R), finally in case A is
an algebra, (3-i)=φ(4R). (Note the implication (4R)==>(1R) is trivial.)

(1R)=Φ(2R). By (2.1), topM(Cok a) is decomposable, thus Coka is decom-
posable by (1R). Hence a: S^^LX®L2 is fusible by [I, Proposition 1.3].

(2R)=^(3-iL). It is clear that Jne is uniserial by the proof of [I, Proposi-
tion 2.1]. Suppose /Λέ?φ0. Then Jne=Au2 for some 0Φ*/2 in f2j

ne\f2j
n+1e

where f2 is in ρi(^4). Let u^f^eXf^^e be any element where
and \<m. Then by (2R), the map a=(al9 a2f: eAleJ-^faAlfJ*
f2j

n+1) is fusible where α, are the left multiplications by u{ since aι{eAjeJ)<
fiJlfJm+1 a n d ^2{eAjeJ)<f2J

njf2J
n+\ In case it is 2-fusible, we have Jne=Au2

<Aux by (2.2) since Jn+1e—Ju2. In case a is 1-fusible, we get Aux<Au2

JrJmJtle
=J»e+Jm+1e by (2.2). If m<n, then Auλ<Jm+xe and u^fj^e, a contradiction.
Hence n<m and Auλ<Jne. As a consequence, we obtain Jne<Auλ or Aux

<J"e. Now let AX be any submodule of Ae. We show Jne<X if X^Jne.
Obviously, we may assume X<Jne. Suppose X-^Jne. Then there is an ele-
ment x in X\Jne. Here we may assume that x=fx for some / in ρi(^4) since
if fx^Jne for all/ in ρi(^4), then x^Jne, a contradiction. Then by the above,
we obtain Jne<Ax since Ax^Jtte. Hence Jne<Ax<X. Thus Jne is a waist
in Ae.

(2R, 3-iR) ==> (3-iiR). Let Lλ and L2 be local right A -modules with 1
<h(L^)<ny S a simple submodule of Lx and a2: S->L2J

n any monomorphism.
Note that in this case, n<h(L2) since 03=a2S<L2J

n. By (2R), we have that
(a, Z)):=(#i, ct2)

τ: S-^LX®L2 is fusible where aλ: S-*^ is the inclusion map.
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Assume that (a, D) is 1-fusible. Then noting that L2 is colocal, L2 is embedded
into Lv But this is impossible since A(L1)<n<A(L2) Hence (a, D) is 2-
fusible. Thus a2 is extendable to a homomorphism LX-*L2.

(3-i, 3-iiR)^(2R). We may assume that S=eA\e], L^fAjX, L2=gA/
gjr+ι (by 3-iR) for some e,f and g in pi(^4), n<r and X<fA, further ax and
a2 are nonzero maps given by left multiplications by some u^fjme\fjm+1eφφ
(for \<m) and vegJre\gJr+ι^Fφy respectively.

In case m<n. We show h(L^)<n. Suppose h:=h(L1)>n. Then 0=t=
fjh~ι<fjn and fjh'1 is a uniserial waist in fA by (3-iR). h(fA/X)=h yields
fβ-^X and hence XSfJh~\ that is -X"=// for some *>/z. Hence X=// Λ

since h(fA\X)=h. Therefore u<EΞfJh-ιe\fJhe since O φ ^ S is simple. Thus
m=h—l>ny a contradiction. (Note that m is uniquely determined by u.)
As a consequence, a: S-^LX@L2 is 2-fusible by (3-iiR).

In case n<m. Av=Jre is a uniserial waist in Ae by (3-iL). Hence 4̂w
<Av or Aυ<Au. Note since w<m, it holds that Au=Jme and uA=fJm by
(3-i). Then u$X>uJ implies that fJm+1<X and fJmi£X. Hence X=fJm+1

=uj by (3-iR). If ̂ 4fc<^, then w=αz; for some α in /4/j and agjr+ι=avj
-=uJ=X since vA=gJr by (3-iR). Hence α: S - ^ Θ L g is 1-fusible by (2.2).
Next if ̂ < ^ t o , then v=au for some a^gAf and aX=auJ=vJ=gJr+1. Hence
α: S-+L&L2 is 2-fusible by (2.2).

(2R, 3R)=Φ(4R). By (2.3), (2R)' in (2.3) holds. Let M be any right
^4-module of height >n. We show that M is decomposed into local right
.4-modules of height >n and indecomposable right A -modules of height <n by
induction on m:— \ top M \.

tn

We may assume that 2<m since it is obvious in case m = l . Let M=y^L{

be an irredundant sum of local modules L, . By the hypothesis of induction,

we have M = L 1 + ( φ M ί ) for some r<m such that M{ is a local module of height

> » or an indecomposable module of height<w. We may assume that A(Lj)
r

<h(Mi) for each i=2, •••, m. Put 7 1 : = L 1 Π ( Θ M , ). Again, we may assume

Γ Φ O . Putting ax: T->Lλ and θ: T->®M{ the inclusion maps, oLj\=πβ

where πy. φM,—>M y is the canonical projection for each j=2, •••, r and α : =

(tf, )ί-ί> we have an exact sequence:
(E) O^Γ^L^θM^M-^O.

ί=2

By the hypothesis of induction, we have only to show that M is decomposable.
To this end, it is sufficient to show that a: Γ - » L 1 0 M 2 Θ ••• @Mr is fusible.
Note that ax is monic. Since n<h(M)t we have n<h(Mi) for some z=2, •••, r,
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say i=r. Then Mr is local and colocal by (3-i). Further since the sum M

= Σ A is irredundant, we have T<LλJ and hence πrT<MrJ. Accordingly,
1Σ

1 = 1

(αi, ar)
τ: T-^Lλ@Mr is 2-fusible by (2R)'. Thus there is a homomorphism

7: Lλ->Mr such that α r =7«i . Hence a: T-^Lι®M2® ••• ®M r is r-fusible.
In fact, putting δ : = ( r , 0, 0, •••, 0): Z q θ i l ^ θ ••• 0 t f r - ^ I n we have δ(αt )fφr

(3-i)=t>(4R) in case A is an algebra. We may assume that n<h(AA). Let
M be any indecomposable right ^4-module of height h>n. Note that A/Jh

satisfies (*) in (2.4.2) and has selfduality. Then applying (2.4.2) to the ring
A/Jh

y we obtain that M^//*) is projective, that is, MA^eAjeJh for some e in
ρi(A). Thus M is local. //

REMARK. Theorem 2.5 is a generalization of Nakayama [4, Theorem 17].

3. Further necessary conditions

3.1. Throughout this section, the base field k is algebraically closed when
A is assumed to be an algebra. Here, we investigate further necessary condi-
tions for an algebra A to be of right 2nd local type and determine all the "shapes'*
of indecomposable projective right -4-modules.

Lemma 3.1.1. Let A be an artinian ring, C and L be right A-submodules
of a right A-module M and let C<MJh for a natural number h. Then (C+L)/L
<{MjL)Jh. In particular, h(M)=h(M/L) iff Mβw-'^L.

Proof. Clear. //

Lemma 3.1.2. Let A be an artinian ring of right 2nd local type, Lly L2 be
local right A-modules and S a simple right A-module. Then any monomorphism
a=(aly a2)

τ: S->Ll®L2 is fusible if a1S<L1J and a2S<L2J
2.

Proof. Clear from the implication (1R)=#>(2R) in Theorem 2.5. //

REMARK. In the above, if further aιS<LλJ
2 holds, then the conclusion

remains valid under a weaker assumption that the L{ are indecomposable by
[1, Proposition 2.5.a].

Lemma 3.1.3. Let A be an algebra of right 2nd local type, M a quasi-
projective local right A-module and Lλ and L2 be simple right A-submodules of
M such that Z<h{M\L2)=h{M\L2) (:=h). If there exist simple right A-modules

-1 such that S^S2y then we have L1=L2.

Proof. Let S be a simple right ^4-module and α t : S—>Si be isomorphisms.
Then by (3.1.2), (alya2)

τ: S->M/L1®MIL2 is fusible, say 2-fusible. Thus
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we have a commutative diagram

for some homomorphism β: MjL2-^MjL2. Sy^Ker β yields h(Coim β)=h
by (3.1.1). Then β is an epimorphism since M/L2 is local of height h. Accord-
ingly, β is an isomorphism since | M\LX \ = | M/L2 | . Quasi-projectivity of M
implies that β is liftable to an automorphism γ of M. And, the projective
cover of M is of the form eA for some e in pi(A) since M is local. Therefore
by projectivity of eA, γ is liftable to an automorphism δ of eA which is a left
multiplication by an element t in eAe\eJe. Then the restriction isomorphism
Ύr: Lλ-^L2 of γ is given by the left multiplication by t:=t-\-eJe in eAe/eJe.
But since we assume that the base field k is algebraically closed, y' is also given
by a right multiplication by an element t' in k. As a consequence, L2=Lxf
= L , II

Proposition 3.1.4. Let A be an algebra of right 2nd local type. Then
for every quasί-projective local right A-module M of height>3, we have |soc M\
<2. Further if e is in p'i(A)y 3<t and eJt~1leJt=S1®S2 with each 5 t simple,
then S^S2.

Proof. Put h:=h(M)>3. Then there exists a simple right ^4-module
S<MJh~ι. Assume that |soc M\ > 3 . Then there are simple right ^4-modules
Sx and S2 such that S(BSx(BS2 is a direct summand of soc M. Put M^MjSi
for each i. Then A(Λf1)=A(M2)=Λ(M)^3 by (3.1.1). Also, MJh~ι>{S®
51)/51^(Sθ5 ί

2)/5'2<M27
/ ί-1. Hence by (3.1.3), we have S^S^ a contradic-

tion. Therefore we must have |soc M\ <2. Next, suppose eJt~1/eJt=S1®S2

with each S{ simple but S^S^ Then putting Mi:=M/Si for each ί = l , 2
where M\=eAfeJ* is quasi-projective local, similarly we have h(Mι)=h(M2)
=t>3 and MJ ί - 1 >(5 1 θ5' 2 )/5 f

1 ^(5 f

1 θ5 f

2 )/5' 2 <M 2 /- 1 . Then S1==ιS2 by (3.1.3),
a contradiction. //

Corollary 3.1.5. Let A be an algebra of right 2nd local type and e in ρi(^4).
Then ej2 is a direct sum of at most two uniserial modules.

Proof. Clear from (1.1 6) and (3.1.4).

REMARK. [I, Example 2] was a counter example of sufficiency of the
necessary conditions stated in (1.1) for A to be of right 2nd local type. This
example does not satisfy the condition stated in (3.1.4).

3.2 In case ej2 is uniserial.
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Proposition 3.2.1. Let A be an algebra of right 2nd local type, e in
Suppose ej2 is uniserial and | soc(&4)|=l. Then eA is uniserial if h(eA)>4.

Proof. Let D:=Homk (?, k) be the usual self duality of A. Then since
ej is colocal and of height > 3, D(eJ) is local and of height > 3. Hence D(eJ)
is colocal by (1.1), thus ej is local. Therefore eA is uniserial since ej2 is uni-
serial. //

Lemma 3.2.2. Let A be a ring, MA a module and SA a submodule of M.
Then S is a semisimple derect summand of M iff MJ Π S=0. In particular, soc M
<MJ iff M has no simple direct summand.

Proof. (=Φ). If M=S(BX for some XA<MA with S semisimple, then
MJ=XJ and S Π MJ=S ΠXJ=0.

(<=). Suppose that MJf]S=0. Then S^(S+MJ)/MJ and M/MJ=
{S+MJ)jMJ®XjMJ for some XA with MJ<X<M. Therefore S is semi-
simple and M=S+MJ+X=S+X since MJ is small in M. Further (S+MJ)
f]X<MJ implies that Sf]X<MJ and Sf]X=SP((SΠX)<SΓlMJ=0.
Thus M=S®X. I/

Proposition 3.2.3. Let A be an algebra of right 2nd local type, e in
Suppose that ej2 is uniserial and | s o c ( ^ ) | = 2 . Then eJ—Xζ&Y for some
XA and YA<eJ such that X is simple; and Y is a uniserial module (in case h(eA)
>4) or a colocal module of height 2 (in case h(eA)=3).

Proof. By assumption, we have soc (ej)=soc (eA) ̂ eJ2. Hence by (3.2.2),
it follows from \soc(ej)\=2 that eJ=X®Y with X simple and Y colocal.

In case h(eA)=3y h(Y)=h(eJ)=2 since X is simple. Thus Y is colocal
and of height 2.

In case h(eA)>4. Since X is simple, eJ2=YJ. Thus YJ is uniserial.
Further h(Y)>3 since 0ΦeJ3=YJ2. Hence Y is local by the same argument
as in the proof of (3.2.1). Therefore Y is uniserial. //

3.3. In case ej2 is a direct sum of two uniserial modules.

Lemma 3.3.1. Let A be a ring, M a right A-module and L a right A-
submodule of M. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) LJ=Lf]MJ.
(2) M=L+X and | top M| = | top L\ + | top X| for some XA<M.

(3) Every sum L='ΣίLi with each L, local and m= |top L\ can be extended

to a sum M = 2 L , - f 2 Z f with each X{ local and m+n=\toρM\.

In particular, if both L and M are modules of height 2 and without simple
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direct summands, then all the conditions (l)-(3) hold.

Proof. Let π: M->top M be the canonical projection.
(1)=>(2). We have top M=π(L)®π(X') for some XA with MJ<X'<M.

Let p: P->π(X') be a projective cover of π{X'). Then p=πq for a homo-
morphism q: P-+X'. Put Z : - I m q. Then M=L+X'=L+X+MJ=L+X.
Also, \π(X')\ = \topP\ = \topX\ for Ker q<Kerp=PJ. Further |τr(L)| =
| t o ρ L | by(l). Hence |toρ M\ = |top L\ + |top Z | .

(2) ΦΦ (3). Clear.
(2)==>(1). Noting that YJ<Yf]MJ for every YA<M, we have |top Λf|

= \π(L) + π(X)\<\π(L)\ + \π(X)\<\top L| + |top j?| = |top M\. Thus
|^(L)| = | t o p L | i.e. \LJ\ = \Lf]MJ\. Hence LJ=Lf)MJ.

If both L and M are modules of height 2 and without simple direct sum-

mands, then LJ=soc L=L Π soc M=L Π MJ by (3.2.2). Hence (l)-(3) hold. //

Proposition 3.3.2. Let A be an algebra of right 2nd local type and e in

pi(^ί). If e]2 is a direct sum of two uniserial right A-modules, then so is ej.

Proof. Assume that the hypothesis of the proposition is satisfied and
put P:=eA/eJ3. Then P is a quasi-projective local right ^4-module of height
3. By (3.1.4) and the assumption that ej2 is a direct sum of two uniserial mod-
ules, we have 2= \PJ2\ < |soc PJ\ = |soc P\ <2. Hence soc PJ=PJ2 i.e.

PJ has no simple direct summand by (3.2.2). In particular, if P / =
ι = l

an irredundant sum of local modules Lh then h{L{)=2 for all i and every partial

sum Σ ^ i with /<Ξ{1, •••, n} has no simple direct summand. We claim the

following:

(a) Every colocal submodule of PJ is uniserial.
n

(b) Let PJ=ΣLi be any irredundant sum of local modules L;. If Lt

and Lj are colocal for some ι"Φ/ in {1, •••, w}, then soc L^Φsoc Ly.

Proof of (a). Let L be a colocal submodule of PJ. If L is simple, then
the assertion is trivial. So we may assume that h(L)=2. Put 5:=soc L
(=A7). Then PJ2>LJ=S and PJ2=S®T for some simple module TA by
assumption. Also, S^T by (3.1.4). This implies that P/S is quasi-projec-
tive. Hence | s o c P / S | < 2 by (3.1.4). It follows from Lf)PJ2=S that 2 >
I soc PIS\>\(LIS)®(PJ2IS)\ = \L/S\+l. Hence L/S is simple i.e. L is
uniserial.

Proof of (b). Suppose that soc Lt =soc Lj=S. Then since Li-\-Lj has
no simple direct summand, soc (Li-^L^^^i+L^J^LiJ-i-LjJ^S is simple.
Hence L, +Ly is uniserial by (a). Thus Li=Lj.

Now we come back to the proof of the proposition. We have soc P=soc
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(PJ)=PJ2=S®T for some simple modules SA and TA with S^T by (3.1.4).
We next show that PJ is a direct sum of two uniserial modules. Otherwise, by
(b), PJ has a local submodule L of height 2 which is not colocal i.e. soc L—S
(BT. Define injections aλ: S^LjT and a2: S->P in the obvious way. Then
by (3.1.2), (afD):=(a1,a2)

τ: S->(L/T)®P is fusible. If it is 1-fusible, then
φa2^aλ for some ψ: P-+LJT and 2=h(L/T)>h(Im(p)=h(Coim<p)=3 by (3.1.1).
This contradiction shows that (a, D) is 2-fusible i.e. φaλ=a2 for some φ: L\T
->PJ (note that Im ψ<PJ for any homomorphism ψ: L/T->P since h{LjT)
=2 and soc2P=PJ) where φ is monic since φ does not vanish the simple socle
of L/T. Accordingly, PJ has a uniserial submodule Lx of height 2 and with
soc Lλ=S. Similarly, PJ has a uniserial submodule L2 of height 2 and with

n

soc L2=T. By (3.3.1), there is an irredundant sum P / = Σ A of local modules
ί = l

Lf . MΦLjθLg implies that 3<n and soc Z,f = S 0 Γ for all z>3 by (b). Ap-
plying the same argument as above to L:=L3y we have φaλ=a2 for some <ρ:
LJT-+PJ. Put N:=<p(L/T). If iVΦLj, then N+L, is not colocal by (a)
and then soc L ^ s o c (iV+Lj). Hence by (1.3; 2), there is a map η: N->L1

such that ηcc2—θ2 where θ2: S-^Zq is the inclusion map. If N=LU putting
η=ίLi we also have ηa2=θ2. Let π: L^-LjT be the canonical projection,
θxι S->L the inclusion map and put \:=ηφπ. Then we have a commutative
diagram:

Hence Xθλ=θ2 and L 3 + ^ i = V θ i i where L3

/:=(1Z 8—λ) (L3)&L/S. Also,
soc L3'=T and h(L3')=2. Therefore P / = ( L 1 + L 3 ) + Z 2 + # " + ^ n = ( ^ i + ^ 3 θ +
^2+ •'• +^» This contradicts (b). As a consequence, PJ=Lλ(&L2. Now
we have that ej is decomposable since top\eJ)=eJ/eJ3=PJ is decomposable.
Also, I soc (ej) \ =2 since 2= \ soc (έ?/2) | < | soc (ej) | < | soc (eA) \ <2. Hence
eJ=Xφ Y with both X and Y colocal. Then both XJ and Y/ are uniserial
since eJ2=XJΘ YJ. Further 2 = | top P/1 = | */M/21 - I top X 0 t o p Y | yields
that both X and Y are local thus uniserial. //

Summarizing the above propositions and (1.1), we obtain the following

Theorem 3.4. Let A be an algebra {over an algebraically closed field)
which is of right 2nd local type and let e be in pi(^4). Then

(L) (1) J2e is a uniserial waist in Ae ifJ2e=$=0.
(2) Ae is uniserial if h(Ae) > 4.
(3) Therefore the structure of Ae is one of the following:
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Ae is uniserial.
(L2) h(Ae)=2 and Ae is not uniserial.
(L3) h(Ae)=3 and Ae is colocal but not uniserial.

(R) (1) ej2 is a direct sum of at most two uniserial right A-modules.
(2) I soc L\<2 for each quasi-projective local right A-module L of height

> 3 .
(3) If eJt"l/eJt=S1®S2 with each S{ a simple right A-module, then

S^S2foreacht>3.
(4) The structure of eA is one of the following:

(R2) eA is uniserial.
(R2) h(eA)=2, eA is not uniserial and | soc (eA) | > 3.
(R3) h(eA)—3, eA is colocal but not uniserial.
(R4) h(eA)=3, eJ=X(B Y where XA is simple and YA is a colocal but

not uniserial module of height 2.
(R5) ej is a direct sum of two (nonzero) uniserial right A-modules. \\

REMARK. (1) All these types actually appear in examples (see Example
1 in section 5).

(2) In general, the conditions in (3.4) are not sufficient for algebras to
be of right 2nd local type (see Example 4 in section 5).

4. Left serial algebras of right 2nd local type

Throughout this section, our ring A is a left serial ring and the base field
k is algebraically closed when A is considered as an algebra. We know by
(1.1) that most of algebras of right 2nd local type is left serial. So in this sec-
tion, we examine the left serial case and show that in this case the necessary
conditions obtained in section 3 are sufficient for an algebra A to be of right
2nd local type modifying the proof of Sumioka [6, Proposition 3.8], Namely,
we show:

Theorem 4.1. Let A be a left serial algebra over an algebraically closed
field k. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) A is of right 2nd local type.
(2) ej is a direct sum of at most two uniserial modules if h(eA)>3 for each

e in Qi(A).
(3) Every indecomposable right A-module is local if it is of height>3.

REMARK. This theorem is similar to [8, Proposition 4.4].

4.2. We quote the following definitions and propositions concerning
a left serial ring A from Sumioka [6].

Let A be a left serial ring, L a uniserial left A -module of length n and
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put Li:=sociL and D^L):—End A(top L{) for each ί=l, •••, n. Then Z)f (L)

are division rings. For n>i>j>l, any element <p{ in A(^) is induced by

an endomorphism φ{ of L, since Lt is quasi-projective, and <p, induces an ele-

ment <pj in Dj(L). We define a map λ lV: Di(L)-*Dj(L) by {φ^^φ^ Then

as easily seen, λ^ are well-defined and ring monomorphisms with Xt yλy/=λί /

for all /, y and / with n>i>j>l>l. Hence by the maps \ijΊ we can regard

the sequence D^L), D2(L), •••, Z>n(L) as a descending chain of division rings.

Lemma 4.2.1 ([6, Lemma 3.1]). Let A be a left serial ring. Then the

following conditions are equivalent for a uniserίal module AL of length n and a natural

number r<n:

(1) Dr(L)=Dn{L).

(2) Every automorphism a of soc L is extendable to an automorphism of

L if a is extendable to an automorphism of socL. //

Let A be a left serial ring, S a simple left ^4-module and L a uniserial left

A -module of length > 2. We denote by c(S) the number of isomorphism

classes of uniserial left ^4-modules of length 2 whose socles are isomorphic to

S and put τw(L): = dim D^L)^^. Then we have

Lemma 4.2.2 ([6, Lemma 3.3]). Let A be a left serial ring and e in

Then \eJ/eJ2\ <2 iff £(soc L)+m(L)<3 for every uniserial left A-module L of

length>2 and with soc L^Ae/Je. //

Lemma 4.2.3 ([6, Lemma 4.3]). Let A be a left serial ring, e in ρi(^4) and

r > 1. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) For any uniserial modules L1 and L2 such that soc L^Ae/Je and r<

I Lγ I < IL21, any isomorphism a: soc Zq—» soc L2 is extendable to a homomorphism

L1->L2 if a is extendable to a homomorphism socrL1-+socrL2.

(2) ejr~ι is a direct sum of uniserial modules. \\

DEFINITION. Let A be a left serial ring. Then we say that a simple left

A -module S is of V-type in case S^Ae/Je for some e in pi(A) such that ej

is a direct sum of at most two uniserial right ^4-modules.

Lemma 4.3. Let A be a left serial algebra which satisfies the condition

(2) in (4.1) and S a simple left A-module. If S~soc L for some left A-module

L of height >3, then S is of V-type.

Proof. Let S^AejJe where e is in pi(^4). By the self duality D:=Homk

(?, k), we have eA^D(E(Ae/Je))^D(E(L)) where E{—) denotes the injective

hull of (—). This implies that h(eA)>h(L)>3. Hence the assertion follows

from the condition (2) in (4.1). //

Lemma 4.4. Let A be a left serial ring and let Lx and L2 be uniserial left
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A-modules such that 2 < II^I < |L 2 | and soc Lλ is of V-type. Then every iso-
morphism a: soc Lx-> soc L2 is extendable to a homomorphism LX->L2 if a is ex-
tendable to a homomorphism soc2!̂ —> soc2L2

Proof. Clear from (4.2.3). //

Let A be a left serial algebra. Then since we assume that the base filed
k is algebraically closed, we have D1(L)=D2(L)= ••• =Dn(L) (=k) and hence
m{L)—l for every uniserial left A -module L. Following the terminology of
[7] or [6], all simple left ^[-modules are of first kind in this case. This is
equivalent to say that ej/ej2 is (zero or) square-free (i.e. a direct sum of pairwise
nonisomorphic simple right ^4-modules) for each e in

Lemma 4.5 (Cf. [6, Lemma 3.4]). Let A be α left serial algebra and let
Lλ and L2 be uniserial modules such that 2< \Lλ\ < \L2\ and *S:=soc L ^ s o c L2

is of V-type, If soc^^soc 2/^, ϊhen any isomorphism a: soc Lj-^soc L2 is
extendable to a monomorphism L1—>L2.

Proof. Clear from (4.2.1) and (4.4). //

Lemma 4.6. Let A be a left serial ring and L{ a uniserial left A-module
of length>2 and α,: S—>L? a homomorphism for each i=l, •••, n where S is a

a n β
simple left A-module of V-type and n>Z. If 0-» S-> 0 L,—>M-»0 is an exact

ί = l

sequence with a=(ai)i1Liy then M is decomposable.

Proof. This follows from (4.4) and the proof of [6, Lemma 3.5]. //

Lemma 4.7. Let A be a left serial algebra satisfying the condition (2) in
(4.1) and let M be a left A-module. Then M is indecomposable with |toρ M\
=2 iff M—Lι-\-L2 for some uniserial left A-modules L{ with 2<\L1\<\L2\ such
that S:=L1Γ\L2 is simple and the identity map \s of S is not extendable to any
homomorphism soc2!^-* soc2L2. Moreover in this case M is colocal.

Proof. (<#=) and 5=soc M follow immediately from (1.3).
(=Φ). It is clear that h(M)>2. If h(M)=2y the assertion is obvious.

Therefore we may assume that h(M)>3. Then M=L1-^-L2 for some uni-
serial modules Lλ and L2 such that L1Γ\L2ΦO and 2 < \Lι\ < \L2\ > 3 . Thus
(soc L^) soc L2 is of V-type by (4.3). By (4.4), the rest of the proof is quite
similar to that of [6, Proposition 3.6]. //

Corollary 4.7.1. Let A be a left serial ring and M a colocal left A-module
such that soc M is of V-type and |toρ M\ = 2 . Then M=Lι

J

ΓL2 for some uni-
serial left A-modules L{ with 2< \Lλ\ < \L2\ such that S:=soc M=L1f]L2 and
\s is not extendable to any homomorphism %oc2Lλ-^soc2L2. jj
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REMARK. In the above, we have h(M)=h(L2)= \L2\. So the number
s(M):=min {ILJ, | L 2 | } = | M | — h(M)+ί is uniquely determined by M. Fur-
ther we define s(L): = \L\ for every uniserial left ^4-module L.

Lemma 4.8. Let A be a left serial algebra and let L be a uniserial left
A-module of length>2 and M a colocal left A-module such that soc M is of V-type
and I top M\ =2. If \L\ <s(M), then any isomorphism a: soc L-^soc M is ex-
tendable to a homomorphism L-*M.

Proof. This is a simple modification of the proof of the case (i) of [6,
Lemma 3.7]. Put S : = s o c M . By Corollary 4.7.1, M=^LV\-L2 for some
uniserial left -4-modules L, with 2 < |Z/X| < |Z.21 such that LιΓ\L2=S and l s

is not extendable to any homomorphism soc2!,!—>soc2L2. \L\<s(M) yields
\L\ < \L1\ < \L2\. Since l s is not extendable to any homomorphism L1->L2f

we have soc 'L^soc 2 ^ by (4.5) and the fact that S is of V-type. By (4.2.2),
c(S)<2 since wi(S)=l. Accordingly, s o c ^ ^ s o c 2 ^ or soc2L^soc2L2. Hence
by (4.5), we infer that a is extendable to a homomorphism L-*L{ for some
i = l , 2 and thus to a homomorphism L->M. \\

Proposition 4.9. Let A be a left serial ring, S a simple left A-module of
V-type and Li colocal left A-modules with |top L{\ <2 for all i=l, •••, n, in
particular let Lx be uniserial and \LX\ <ί(L, ) for all *=2, •••, n. Assume that
a sequence

is exact. Then M is decomposable if | top ( 0 L f ) | > 3 .

Proof. Put α:=(#,-),11. Then we may assume that a,=l=0 for all i. If
I top Lj\=2 for somey=2, •••, n, then by (4.8), (al7 a3): S-^L^Lj is 2-fusible.

n

Thus a: S-> © Lt is ̂ -fusible by the same argument as in the proof of the impli-

cation (2R, 3R)=^(4R) in Theorem 2.5. Therefore M is decomposable. So

we may assume that L, are uniserial for all i = l , •••, n. Then by (4.6), M is

decomposable. //

Lemma 4.10. Let A be a left serial ring and M an indecomposable left
A-module of height 2. Then soc M is homogeneous (i.e. a direct sum of copies
of one simple left A-module).

Proof. Let M=*ΣLi be an irredundant sum of uniserial left ^4-modules.
ί = l

Then since M is indecomposable of height 2, every partial sum L = 2 ^ » with

l, •••, n} has no simple direct summand and hence soc L=JL by (3.2.2).
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Assume that soc M is not homogeneous and put soc M = © Ŝ m*° with each

Si simple and S&Sj if ί Φ j . Then 2<m. Put J , : = { i e { l , •••, w} |soc L,
^Sj] and M ; : = 2 A f°r eachy=l, •••, m. Then for any /^{l, •••, #*}, we

have soc(ΣMy)=ΣyΛf,=Σ Σ / A = Σ Σ socL.-s* ΘS^V for some natural
yei yei yei »ei

y
 ye/ ίe/y ye/

numbers /,-. In particular, soc M ^ S S ^ and soc ( Σ ^ / ) = ©£(y'y) Hence
Π (Σ]Mj)=0, that is, M=M 1 ®(2Λίy) is decomposable, a contradiction. //

The following corollary is of interest comparing with Kawada algebras

, [5]).

Corollary 4.11. Let A be a left serial algebra of right 2nd local type and
M an indecomposable right A-module. Then top M is homogeneous.

Proof. Clear from (4.11) noting that top M^D(soc Z>M)=D(soc (soc2DM))
and the fact that soc2DM^D top2M is indecomposable left .4-module of height
2 (we may assume that h(M)>2 since the assertion is trivial in case h(M)=l)
where D is a self duality of A. //

Lemma 4.12. Let A be a left serial ring and M an indecomposable left
A-module of height 2 such that soc M^S^r) where S is a simple left A-module of
V-type. Then M is colocal and \ top M \ <2.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that M can be decomposed into colocal
left ^4-modules M, with |toρ Λff | < 2 for any left ^4-module M of height 2
such that soc M^S(r) where S is a simple left ^4-module of V-type. We prove
this by induction on n: = | top M \.

If n—\ or 2, the assertion is clear from (1.3). So we may assume that
n>3. By the hypothesis of induction, we have only to show that M is de-
composable. Hence we may assume that for any irredundant sum expression

M = Σ A (with each Lf uniserial) of M, \Lt \ =A(L, ) = 2 for all i. Let M ^ Σ A
ί = l ί = l

be an irredundant sum of uniserial left ^4-modules Lf . Then again by the
m

hypothesis of induction, M = L 1 + ( © M I ) for some colocal left ^t-modules
i=2

Mj with |top M{\ <2. Also, we have 2= \L1\=s(Mi) for all i=2, •••, m. Put-

ting S:=L1f](ΦMi) and TCJ\ φ M t ->M ; the canonical projections, we have

an exact sequence

where a=(a;)i-i> β={βi)Ti™u a1: = — lS9 α y : = lS7Γy for all j = 2 , •••, m and
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are the inclusion maps. If 5 = 0 , then clearly M is decomposable. Thus
we may assume that S is simple since Lx is a uniserial left <4-module of length
2. Then by (4.9), M is decomposable for S is of V-type. //

4.13. Proof of Theorem 4.1.
(3)==>(1). Trivial.
(1)=Φ(2). Noting that every colocal right ^4-module is uniserial since

A is a left serial algebra, we see that the cases (R3) and (R4) in Theorem 3.4
do not occur. Hence the condition (2) holds.

(2)=Φ(3). By selfduality of A, the condition (3) is equivalent to the follow-
ing:

(3)' Every indecomposable left ^4-module is colocal if it is of height>3.
We show the implication (2)=#>(3)'. Assume the condition (2) holds.

Let M be any left A -module of height>3. Then in order to verify the condi-
tion (3)', it is sufficient to show that M is decomposed into (a): colocal left
^4-modules M{ of height>3 with |top M{\<2; and (b): indecomposable
left ^4-modules of height<2. We prove this by induction on n:—\top M\.

n

It is clear in case n=\ or 2 by (4.7). Now assume n>3. Let M = 2 A be
ί = l

an irredundant sum of local left ^4-modules L{. Then by the hypothesis of
s

induction, M^L^^Mi) such that M{ is of (a)-tyρe of the above for i=2>

", r and is of (b)-tyρe for z W + 1 , •••, s. We may assume that \LX\
for each i=2y •••, r if r=s\ and \Lγ\ <2 if r<s. Note that \<r since h{M)
> 3 . Again, by the hypothesis of induction, we have only to show that M

s

is decomposable. Therefore we may assume that T\=LιΓ\(@Mi) is not
i=2
i=2

zero and |Lχ |>2. Let πji 0 M , -»M ; be the canonical projection for each

s. Then we have an exact sequence

where of=(αf.)f ii, β=(βi)jjly a1= — lτ> aj=\τπj for each j=2, •••, s and β{

are the inclusion maps. We divide the argument into two cases: (i) \Lλ\ > 3 ;
and (ii) \Lλ\=2.

(i) In case \Lλ\ > 3 . It follows r=s and soc Lx is of V-type by (4.3).
If T is not simple, α, is extendable to a homomorphism I^—>My for eachy=2,
•••, s by (4.4) and (4.8) since soc2Lλ<T. Then there is a uniserial left ^4-mod-

lue U such that | L / | < | L | , M = L / + ( 0 t f ( . ) and | L / n ( Θ M t ) | < I T\ by
ί=2 i=l

(1.2). Iterating this argument, we come to the case (ii) or the case (i) with
T simple. Hence we may assume that Γ=soc Lx is simple of V-type since \LX\
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> 3 . Then by (4.9), M is decomposable for n>3.

(ii) In case |Zq |=2. Clearly, T=soc Lλ is simple. If aj=0 for some
j=2, •••, s in (E), then My is a direct summand of M. Hence we may assume
that <z, φ θ for any j=2, •••, s. Then Γ^soc M{ for every £=2, •••, r and 71

is of V-type since A(M"f )>3 . If r = ί , then by (4.9), M is decomposable. Thus
we may assume that r<.s. Since for each i=r-\-l, •••, s, <xt =|=0 and soc M{

is homogeneous by (4.10), we have soc M^T^^ for some r, . Then by (4.12),
M{ is colocal and | top M{ | < 2 since Γ is of V-type. Hence M is decomposa-
ble by (4.9). //

REMARK. (1) The implication (2)=Φ(3) in (4.1) is still true in the case
where the base field k is not algebraically closed by [7] or [6, Lemma 3.7].

(2) Considering the results of [I, Theorem 2], (2.5) and (4.1), it is of
interest to characterize those algebras having the following property for any
fixed natural number n:

Every indecomposable right module is local if it is of height >n.

5. Examples

In this section, we give some examples using bounden quiver algebras
over an algebraically closed field k as in [I]. (See [2] for details concerning
bounden quiver algebras.) For a vertex i of a bounden quiver, we denote by
βi the primitive idempotent corresponding to the vertex /.

EXAMPLE 1. Algebras of right 2nd local type which have an e in
of type (Lf ) for some l < / < 3 or of type (R; ) for some l < / < 5 in Theorem 3.4.

(Lx) and (Ri): Take serial rings.
(L2) and (R2): Let A be the algebra defined by the following bounden

quiver

1
\ <

/
/β

5

2 3

l 4 3 β
' \
Ί β2\

6

ί/ α, = O foralli,;.

Then clearly, A is of right 2nd local type since J2=0. Also, Ae4 is of type

(L2) and e4A is of type (R2).

(L3) and (R3): Take the algebra A defined in [I, Example 1], namely

/Λ β
a ( 1 < 2 βa = ay = 0, a2 = yβ .
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Then as verified in [I], A is of right 2nd local type and Aex is of type (L3) and
exA is of type (R3).

(R4): Let A be the algebra defined by the following

3
β/ \δ

a * \
2 • 1 5 βS = 76 .

Then computing the Auslander-Reiten quiver (see [2]) of A, we see that A
has the following property:

Every indecomposable right A -module is local if it is of height > 3.
In particular, A is of right 2nd local type and eλA is of type (R4).

(R5): Let A be the following quiver algebra of type A5

1 -^ 2 -^ 3 <- 4 *- 5 .

Then by [8, Proposition 4.4] or [6], A is of right (1st) local type and hence
2nd local type. Also, e3A is of type (R5).

EXAMPLE 2. A left serial algebra of right 2nd local type which is not of
right (1st) local type.

Let A be the following bounden quiver algebra

; β β
fit

6

Then A is left serial and also by Theorem 4.1, A is of right 2nd local type.
In fact, e{A is simple for each t=ί) 4, 5, 6; and e2A is of height 2 and e3A is
of height 3 having type (R5). But by [8, Proposition 4.4], A is not of right
(1st) local type since e2A is of type (R2).

EXAMPLE 3. An algebra of right 2nd local type having an indecomposable
right A -module of height > 3 that is not local.

Let A be the algebra defined by the following quiver of type A5

Then as easily seen, A is of right 2nd local type and the following indecompo-
sable right ^4-module is not local but it is of height 3:

k >k< k >k •*.
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EXAMPLE 4. The conditions in Theorem 3.4 are not sufficient for algebras

to be of right 2nd local type in general.

Let A be the following quiver algebra of type D6

6

1 <- 2 -> 3 *- 4 <- 5 .

Then as easily verified, A satisfies all the conditions in (3.4). But it is not

of right 2nd local type. For instance, let M be the right ^4-module corre-

sponding to the following ^-representation of Oop

k\V\
LoJ l_o l j Lo l

Then M is indecomposable but top2M is decomposable:

0

1
top2M =

k
u
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